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Effects of the upstream-propagating guided jet waves on the

mixing layers of Mach number 0.9 free jets

Christophe Bogey∗

Univ Lyon, CNRS, Ecole Centrale de Lyon, INSA Lyon, Univ Claude Bernard Lyon I,

Laboratoire de Mécanique des Fluides et d’Acoustique, UMR 5509, 69130 Ecully, France

The effects of the upstream-propagating guided jet waves on the mixing layers of free

isothermal jets at a Mach number of 0.9 are investigated for four jets computed using large-

eddy simulations, three ones with laminar nozzle-exit boundary layers and one with disturbed

boundary layers. For the initially laminar jets, the velocity spectra obtained in the mixing

layers upstream and downstream of the first stage of vortex pairings are dominated by multiple

peaks associated with the azimuthal modes nθ = 0, 1 and 2. For the dominant peaks and most

other ones, the frequencies are located inside or near the frequency bands of the free-stream

upstream-propagating guided jet waves. In this case, standing-wave patterns are found in

the root-mean-square fluctuation fields on both sides of the shear layers. Otherwise, the peak

frequencies are harmonics of the frequency of the dominant peak. Therefore, the guided jet

waves not only excite the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability waves growing close to the nozzle [1], but

also govern the mixing-layer development farther downstream during the laminar-turbulent

transition. For the initially disturbed jet, the velocity spectra in the mixing layers are broadband.

For nθ = 0, however, one small peak seems to appear several diameters downstream of the

nozzle. This peak is at a Strouhal number approximately of 0.41, similar to that of the tone

emerging in the near-nozzle pressure spectra in the frequency band of the first radial mode

of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves. This suggests that the turbulent

structures of the jet mixing layers are affected by the guided jet waves at this frequency.

I. Introduction
There has been considerable progress in the last years in the prediction and understanding of jet noise generation

mechanisms, as pointed out in the reviews of Brès and Lele [2] and Lyrintzis and Coderoni [3], for instance. In

particular, a number of studies, collected in Edgington-Mitchell [4], have emphasized the crucial role of the guided jet

waves in the establishment of resonance phenomena in jets. These guided jet waves, first described as neutral acoustic

waves in Tam and Hu [5], are essentially confined inside the jet flow. Among them, those travelling in the upstream

direction with a significant amplitude not only in the jet potential core but also in the shear layer and outside the jet are

especially important. These waves, named as free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves in Towne et al. [6],

are only allowed in narrow frequency bands. They have been found to close the feedback loops occurring in subsonic

and supersonic ideally-expanded impinging jets in Tam and Ahuja [7], Tam and Norum [8], Gojon et al. [9] and Bogey

and Gojon [10]. As a result, the frequencies and axisymmetric or helical natures of the tones observed in such flow

configurations can be explained by the dispersion relations and modal classification of these waves. Similar results have

been obtained for jet-flap interaction tones by Jordan et al. [11] and Tam and Chandramouli [12] and for the screech

tones emitted by non-ideally expanded supersonic jets by Shen and Tam [13], Gojon et al. [14], Edgington-Mitchell

et al. [15] and Mancinelli et al. [16]. For high subsonic and ideally expanded supersonic jets, the upstream-propagating

guided jet waves also lead to the generation of acoustic tones in the potential core, as shown in Towne et al. [6] and

Schmidt et al. [17], as well as in the near-nozzle region and in the upstream far field, as reported in Suzuki and Colonius

[18], Brès et al. [19], Bogey [20], Zaman et al. [21] and Bogey [22], among others.

Several question remain about the effects of the guided jet waves on the turbulent development and noise generation

mechanisms of free jets containing no shocks. The influence of the upstream-propagating guided jet waves on the

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability waves initially growing downstream of the nozzle lip was investigated recently in Bogey

[1] for isothermal free jets at Mach numbers M between 0.50 and 2 with fully laminar or highly disturbed nozzle-exit

boundary layers using large-eddy simulations (LES). For laminar boundary layers, the velocity spectra obtained on

the nozzle-lip line at axial positions corresponding roughly to the rolling-up of the shear layers contain strong peaks
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associated with the azimuthal modes nθ = 0, 1 and 2. The peak frequencies are close to those of the most amplified

instability waves predicted from the mean flow profiles using linear stability analysis, as expected given the results

in Michalke [23] and Morris [24], for instance. More surprisingly, they fall within the frequency bands of the free-stream

upstream-propagating guided jet waves and jump from one band to another as the Mach number increases. These results

indicate that the jet initial instability waves are excited by the waves mentioned above, as in screeching and impinging

resonant jets. This provides an explanation for the disparities in the frequency and azimuthal mode dominating early

on in the shear layers of initially laminar jets, illustrated by the experimental data gathered in Gutmark and Ho [25],

and for their discontinuous changes as the jet velocity varies. For disturbed boundary layers, the velocity spectra just

downstream of the nozzle lip have broadband shapes centered around the most unstable frequency. The finding of

standing-wave patterns at the frequencies of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves and of significant

correlations between near-nozzle and shear-layer fluctuations, however, suggests the possibility of interactions between

guided jet waves and Kelvin-Helmholtz instability waves near the nozzle of jets for M ≥ 0.90.

In the present study, as an extension of the work above, the influence of the free-stream upstream-propagating

guided jet waves on the mixing layers of isothermal free jets is investigated well downstream of the nozzle in regions

where the amplitudes of the instability waves initially growing near the nozzle have saturated and eventually decayed.

Among the several dozen of jets computed by LES in Bogey [1, 20], four jets at a Mach number of 0.9 are considered.

At the nozzle exit, three ones have fully laminar boundary layers of different thickness and the fourth one has highly

disturbed boundary layers. The objective will be to examine how much and how far from the nozzle the guided jet

waves affect the jet mixing-layer development for the two exit flow conditions. In particular, the questions will be to

determine whether the effects of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves persist all over the laminar-

turbulent flow transition region in the laminar case, and whether they can be detected several diameters from the

nozzle in the disturbed case. For that purpose, the properties of the velocity disturbances in the mixing layers, notably

their frequency contents and azimuthal structures, will be detailed. They will be compared with the results obtained

using linear stability analysis from the LES mean flow profiles, with the characteristics of the free-stream upstream-

propagating guided jet waves provided by a vortex-sheet model and with the properties of the acoustic tones near the

nozzle. The presence of standing-wave patterns, which can result from the interactions between upstream-propagating

and downstream-propagating waves, as highlighted in Panda [26] for screeching jets, for instance, will also be checked

in the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) fluctuation flow fields at specific frequencies.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the jet initial conditions and the LES methods and parameters are

documented. In section III, vorticity and pressure snapshots are first shown. Then, the characteristics of the velocity

fields obtained in the mixing layers of the jets with untripped and tripped boundary layers are presented and discussed.

Finally, concluding remarks are given in section IV.

II. Parameters

A. Jet flow conditions

Four isothermal round jets at a Mach number M = u j/c0 of 0.9 and a Reynolds number ReD = u jD/ν of 105,

where u j , c0, D and ν are the jet exit velocity, the speed of sound in the ambient medium, the nozzle diameter and

the kinematic molecular viscosity, are considered in this study. They originate from a pipe nozzle of radius r0 = D/2

and length 2r0 into a medium at ambient temperature and pressure T0 = 293 K and p0 = 105 Pa. The pipe exit is at

z = 0, and the pipe-wall thickness is 0.053r0. At the pipe inlet, at z = −2r0, Blasius laminar boundary-layer profiles of

thickness δBL are imposed for the axial velocity [27]. Radial and azimuthal velocities are set to zero, pressure is equal

to p0, and temperature is determined by a Crocco-Busemann relation. Results obtained for the four jets, including their

nozzle-exit mean and r.m.s. velocity profiles, can be found in several previous papers [1, 20, 28, 29].

For the first three jets, the boundary layers have thicknesses of δBL = 0.05r0, 0.1r0 and 0.2r0 at the pipe inlet

and are untripped in the nozzle. As a consequence, the nozzle-exit mean velocity profiles resemble the pipe-inlet

Blasius profiles and are characterized by momentum thicknesses of δθ = 0.007r0 for δBL = 0.05r0, δθ = 0.012r0 for

δBL = 0.1r0 and δθ = 0.024r0 for δBL = 0.2r0. For comparison, Zaman [30] measured δθ = 0.0062r0 in an untripped

jet at ReD = 105. With respect to this jet, the boundary layer has a similar thickness for the jet with δBL = 0.05r0 and

is thicker for δBL ≥ 0.1r0. As for the velocity fluctuations, their peak r.m.s. values u′
e at the nozzle exit do not exceed

0.002u j , indicating that the jets are initially fully laminar. In order to trigger the formation of vortical structures in

the jets, which would, otherwise, remain laminar over very long time periods due to the absence of boundary-layer

tripping, pressure fluctuations of maximum amplitude 200 Pa random in both space and time are introduced in the
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shear layers between z = 0.25r0 and z = 4r0 from t = 0 up to t = 12.5r0/u j . Afterwards, the jets develop without any

external forcing.

For the fourth jet, the boundary layers are δBL = 0.15r0 thick at the pipe inlet and are tripped by adding random

low-level vortical disturbances uncorrelated in the azimuthal direction in the pipe [31] in order to generate turbulent

structures typical of those encountered in wall-bounded flows [32]. The forcing is applied at the axial position

z = −0.95r0 and the radial position r = r0 − δBL/2 with a magnitude adjusted to obtain the desired level of peak

turbulence intensity in the pipe-exit section. In this plane, the mean velocity profile is similar to a laminar boundary-

layer profile of momentum thickness δθ = 0.018r0, while the r.m.s. velocity profile reaches a peak value approximately

of 0.09u j , indicating that the jet is initially highly disturbed. That was also the case in the experiments of Zaman [30]

for a tripped jet at ReD = 105.

B. Numerical methods

The jets are computed by LES using the same framework as in previous jet simulations [27, 31, 33–35]. The LES are

carried out by solving the three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z)

using low-dissipation and low-dispersion explicit schemes. The axis singularity is taken into account by the method

of Mohseni and Colonius [36]. In order to alleviate the time-step restriction near the cylindrical origin, the derivatives

in the azimuthal direction around the axis are calculated at coarser resolutions than permitted by the grid [37]. For the

points closest to the jet axis, they are evaluated using 16 points, yielding an effective resolution of 2π/16. Fourth-order

eleven-point centered finite differences are used for spatial discretization and a second-order six-stage Runge-Kutta

algorithm is implemented for time integration [38]. A sixth-order eleven-point centered filter [39] is applied explicitly

to the flow variables every time step. Non-centered finite differences and filters are also used near the pipe walls

and the grid boundaries [27, 40]. At the boundaries, the radiation conditions of Tam and Dong [41] are applied,

with the addition at the outflow of a sponge zone combining grid stretching and Laplacian filtering in order to avoid

significant acoustic reflections. Small adjustment terms are also added to prevent that mean density and pressure

deviate significantly from ambient density and pressure, and no co-flow is imposed. In the present simulations, the

explicit filtering is employed to remove grid-to-grid oscillations, but also, as the mesh grid is not fine enough to

compute the smallest turbulent structures, as a subgrid-scale high-order dissipation model in order to relax turbulent

energy from scales at wave numbers close to the grid cut-off wave number while leaving larger scales mostly unaffected.

The performance of this large-eddy simulation (LES) approach has been assessed in past studies for subsonic jets,

Taylor-Green vortices and turbulent channel flows [42–44].

C. Simulation parameters

The same mesh grid is used in the (r, z) section in the four jet simulations. It was constructed in a previous

grid-sensitivity study [34] carried out for the present untripped jet with δBL = 0.2r0 and for the tripped jet. It

contains Nr = 512 points in the radial direction and Nz = 2085 points in the axial direction. Its physical extents are

Lr = 15r0 and Lz = 40r0. The minimum mesh spacings are equal to ∆r = 0.0036r0 at r = r0 and ∆z = 0.0072r0

at z = 0. The maximal mesh spacing in the jet near field is equal to ∆r = 0.075r0, leading to a Strouhal number

of StD = f D/u j = 5.9 for an acoustic wave discretized by five points per wavelength, where f is the frequency. In

the azimuthal direction, there are Nθ = 256 points for the untripped jet with δBL = 0.2r0, Nθ = 512 points for the

untripped jets with δBL = 0.1r0 and 0.05r0 and Nθ = 1024 points for the tripped jet. Approximately 50 GB, 100 GB

and 200GB of memory are required, respectively.

The simulations have been performed with an OpenMP-based in-house solver using a time step ∆t of 0.7 × ∆r(r =

r0)/c0 in order to ensure numerical stability. The simulation time T after the transient period is equal to 1000r0/u j for

the untripped jets with δBL = 0.1r0 and 0.05r0, to 3000r0/u j for the untripped jet with δBL = 0.2r0 and to 3625r0/u j

for the tripped jet. During time T , density, velocity components and pressure have been recorded at several locations,

refer for instance to Bogey [45] for an exhaustive description of the data available. The data of interest in this work

include those on the cylindrical surface located at r = r0, which have been stored at a sampling frequency allowing

spectra to be computed up to StD = 12.8. The signals have also been acquired in the azimuthal planes at the four angles

between θ = 0 and 3π/2 every π/2 for the untripped jets and at the eight angles between θ = 0 and 7π/4 every π/4 for

the tripped jet at a sampling frequency of StD = 6.4. The Fourier coefficients estimated over the full section (r, z) for

the first nine azimuthal modes for density, velocity components and pressure have been similarly saved. The statistics

are averaged in the azimuthal direction, when possible. The time spectra are evaluated from overlapping samples of

duration 90r0/u j otherwise.
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D. Vortex-sheet model and linear stability analysis

In order to discuss the possible interactions between the guided jet waves and the shear-layer velocity fluctuations

of the jets, the LES results will be compared with the properties of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet

waves provided by a vortex-sheet model and with the most unstable frequencies predicted using linear stability analysis

from the jet mean flow fields in the next section.

The properties of the free-stream upstream propagating guided jet waves are obtained from the dispersion relations

and eigenfunctions of the guided jet waves give by a vortex-sheet model, following Tam and Hu [5] and Morris [24],

among others. This model making use of the assumption of an infinitely thin shear layer, differences can be expected

with respect to the LES results for jets with mixing layers of finite width. They should, however, be small given

the results available in the literature [1, 7, 20]. Remind that among the guided jet waves, the free-stream upstream-

propagating ones are those travelling in the upstream direction with a significant amplitude in the shear layer and

outside the jet [6]. They can only exist in narrow frequency bands, represented in Bogey [1].

The linear stability analysis is conducted from the jet mean flow fields, as was done in previous studies [1, 19, 46].

The procedure used is that recently developed to investigate the influence of the nozzle-exit boundary-layer profile on

high-subsonic jets [35, 47]. For a given axial distance between z = 0.02r0 and 5r0 for the untripped jets and between

z = 0.02r0 and 12r0 for the tripped jet, and for a given Strouhal number StD , the compressible Rayleigh equation [23]

is solved through a shooting technique [24] for the azimuthal modes nθ = 0, 1 and 2. The integration is performed

directly from the LES mean velocity and density profiles, interpolated on a grid extending from r = 0 to 3r0 every

0.0005r0 and then smoothed using a high-order centered filter in order to remove spurious high-frequency oscillations.

Viscous effects are not taken into account.

III. Results

A. Vorticity and pressure snapshots

Fields of the vorticity norm and of the pressure fluctuations obtained in the (z,r) plane downstream of nozzle for

the jets with untripped boundary layers with δBL = 0.2r0 and δBL = 0.1r0 and for the jet with tripped boundary layers

are represented in figures 1(a-c). For the two initially laminar jets, in figures 1(a,b), the shear layers roll up more

rapidly and vortical structures form farther upstream as the thickness of the nozzle-exit boundary layer decreases, as

expected [27, 34]. A first stage of vortex pairings is also clearly observed, around z = 4r0 for δBL = 0.2r0 and z = 2.5r0

for δBL = 0.1r0. For the untripped jet with δBL = 0.05r0, not shown for brevity, it occurs around z = 1.5r0. For the

initially highly disturbed jet, in figure 1(c), turbulent disturbances are found just downstream of the nozzle and no vortex

pairing can be easily detected in the mixing layers. In the near pressure fields, low-frequency hydrodynamic waves are

visible in the vicinity of the flow large-scale structures in all cases. Acoustic waves, including waves propagating in the

upstream direction inside and outside of the jet potential core, also appear. These upstream-travelling waves generate

acoustic tones in the pressure spectra in the potential core and outside near the nozzle lip [6, 19, 21], at frequencies

falling in the ranges of the free-stream upstream propagating guided jet waves. The characteristics of the tones obtained

for the present jets are detailed in Bogey [20].

Fig. 1 Vorticity norm in the flow and pressure fluctuations outside for the jets (a,b) with untripped boundary

layers with δBL = 0.2r0 and δBL = 0.1r0 and (c) with tripped boundary layers. The color scales range between

±15u j/r0 and ±475 Pa, from blue to red.
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B. Mixing-layer development

The interactions between the upstream-propagating guided jet waves and the initial Kelvin-Helmholtz instability

waves in the present jets have been recently investigated [1], notably by calculating velocity spectra at r = r0 just

downstream of the nozzle lip. For the untripped jets, the spectra were computed at z = 100δθ (z = 0) near the shear-

layer rolling-up, where δθ (z = 0) is the boundary-layer momentum thickness at the nozzle exit, yielding z = 0.74r0

for δBL = 0.05r0, z = 1.23r0 for δBL = 0.1r0 and z = 2.34r0 for δBL = 0.2r0. For the tripped jet, the spectra were

estimated at z = 0.4r0 very close to the nozzle. The peak frequencies obtained for the first three azimuthal modes are

represented in figures 2(a-c) as a function of δBL/r0.
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Fig. 2 Peak Strouhal numbers in the spectra of radial velocity fluctuations at r = r0 for (a) nθ = 0, (b) nθ = 1

and (c) nθ = 2 as a function of δBL/r0: ◦ at z = 100δθ(0) for the untripped jets and • at z = 0.4r0 for

the untripped jet; (grey) frequency ranges of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves;

f δθ(0)/u j ≃ 0.013.

For the untripped jets, narrow peaks appeared to strongly emerge in the spectra, at frequencies similar to the mixing-

layer most unstable frequency, approximated by f δθ (0)/u j = 0.013 in the figures. More importantly, these frequencies

lie inside or very near the bands of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves, in grey, indicating that the

initial Kelvin-Helmholtz instability waves are excited by the latter waves. For the tripped jet, the spectra were found

to be mainly broadband. For the axisymmetric mode, however, small peaks were obtained at StD = 0.416 and at

StD = 0.671. Moreover, as shown in figure 2(a), the Strouhal number StD = 1.709 of the dominant components is

close to the band of the third radial mode of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves, suggesting the

possibility of interactions between these waves and the instability waves just downstream of the nozzle. This assertion

is also supported by the presence of standing-wave patterns in the r.m.s. fluctuating flow fields at this frequency

between z = 0 and z = 3r0 at the edges of the mixing layer [1].

The question of whether the upstream-propagating guided jet waves affect the mixing-layer development at larger

axial distances, namely downstream of the shear-layer rolling-up for the untripped jets and several diameters downstream

of the nozzle for the tripped jet, is addressed in what follows.

1. Jets with untripped boundary layers

To quantity the laminar-turbulent transition in the mixing layers of the three jets with untripped boundary layers, the

r.m.s. values of radial velocity fluctuations obtained at r = r0 between z = 0 and z = 8r0 are presented in figures 3(a-c).

The values computed for the modes nθ = 0, 1 and 2 and the positions z = 100δθ (0) are also displayed. The total levels

rapidly increase and reach strong peak values greater than 20 per cent of the jet exit velocity, as expected for initially

laminar flow conditions [48, 49]. Obviously, the peak moves closer to the nozzle exit for a thinner boundary layer, from

z ≃ 5r0 for δBL = 0.2r0 up to z ≃ 1.8r0 for δBL = 0.05r0. In addition, the profiles exhibit dual-peak shapes, which can

be attributed to a first stage of vortex pairings happening at a location that does not vary much [27, 50].

Regarding the contributions of modes nθ = 0, 1 and 2, they are significant for all jets. However, significant

differences can be noted between the three cases in terms of levels and axial variations. For δBL = 0.2r0, in figure 3(a),

mode nθ = 1 is initially the most amplified, but the strongest peak value is obtained for mode nθ = 0, and the peak for

mode nθ = 2 is located approximately one diameter downstream compared with the two other modes. For δBL = 0.1r0,

in figure 3(b), mode nθ = 1 predominates all along the laminar-turbulent transition. Finally, for δBL = 0.05r0, in

figure 3(c), mode nθ = 1 is also dominant, but its contribution is just slightly higher than that for mode nθ = 2.
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Fig. 3 Variations of the r.m.s. values of radial velocity fluctuations at r = r0 for the jets with untripped

boundary layers with (a) δBL = 0.2r0, (b) δBL = 0.1r0 and (c) δBL = 0.05r0: full signals,

nθ = 0, nθ = 1 and nθ = 2; z = 100δθ(0).

The spectra of radial velocity fluctuations calculated at r = r0 for the three untripped jets are represented in

figures 4(a-c) as a function of z/r0 and StD . The most unstable frequencies predicted from the mean flow fields using

linear stability analysis for nθ = 0 and the values and half the values of the peak frequencies in the spectrograms are

also shown. Overall, due to the mixing-layer spreading, the frequencies of the velocity components decrease with the

axial position, following the variations of the most unstable frequency with an axial shift of the order of r0. Peaks

are found to emerge at specific frequencies and to persist over large distances well downstream of z = 100δθ (0). For

δBL = 0.2r0 in figure 4(a), for instance, two spots of peak values are first visible between z ≃ 2r0 and 4r0 at StD ≃ 1 and

1.3, close to the most unstable Strouhal numbers obtained near the nozzle exit. Farther downstream, between z ≃ 3r0

and 5r0, two regions of high values can be seen at frequencies approximately twice lower than those mentioned above,

as typically observed after the occurrence of vortex pairings. Finally, for z > 6r0, the spectra are rather broadband

and peaks do not clearly appear as turbulence is developed in the mixing layers. For a thinner exit boundary layer, in

figures 4(b,c), there are more peaks but they seem to be weaker.

Fig. 4 Power spectral densities of radial velocity fluctuations at r = r0, normalized by their peak values, for

the jets with untripped boundary layers with (a) δBL = 0.2r0, (b) δBL = 0.1r0 and (c) δBL = 0.05r0 as a function

of z/r0 and StD; most unstable frequencies obtained using linear stability analysis for nθ = 0;

values and half the values of the peak frequencies; z = 100δθ(0). The grey scale ranges logarithmically

from 0.05 to 2.

In order to identify the different components in the jet mixing layers, the spectra of radial velocity fluctuations

obtained at r = r0 for modes nθ = 0, 1, and 2 are presented as a function of z/r0 and StD in figures 5(a-c) down

to z = 8r0 for the jet with δBL = 0.2r0, in figures 6(a-c) down to z = 6r0 for δBL = 0.1r0 and in figures 7(a-c)

down to z = 40 for δBL = 0.05r0. The most unstable frequencies obtained using linear stability analysis and half the

values of the peak frequencies in the spectrograms are indicated. The allowable frequency bands for the free-stream

upstream-propagating guided jet waves are highlighted by green hatched areas.

In all figures, the most upstream spot of high intensity is located in or very near the band closest to the most unstable

frequencies obtained just downstream of the nozzle around z = 50δθ (0), as it was recently noted for the instability waves
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Fig. 5 Power spectral densities of radial velocity fluctuations at r = r0 for the jet with untripped boundary

layers with δBL = 0.2r0 for (a) nθ = 0, (b) nθ = 1 and (c) nθ = 2 as a function of z/r0 and StD; most

unstable frequencies predicted using linear stability analysis; half of the peak frequencies; (green

hatched areas) ranges of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves; z = 100δθ(0). The

levels are normalized by the peak values in the full spectra and the grey scale ranges logarithmically from 0.025

to 1.

Fig. 6 Power spectral densities of radial velocity fluctuations at r = r0 for the jet with untripped boundary

layers with δBL = 0.1r0 for (a) nθ = 0, (b) nθ = 1 and (c) nθ = 2 as a function of z/r0 and StD; see caption of

figure 5 for linetypes, hatches and grayscale.

Fig. 7 Power spectral densities of radial velocity fluctuations at r = r0 for the jet with untripped boundary

layers with δBL = 0.05r0 for (a) nθ = 0, (b) nθ = 1 and (c) nθ = 2 as a function of z/r0 and StD; see caption of

figure 5 for linetypes, hatches and grayscale.
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initially dominating in the jet mixing layers [1]. Farther downstream at z > 100δθ (0), other spots emerge, especially

for thin nozzle-exit boundary layers. They can fall clearly outside the hatched bands, as the second spots in figures 5(a)

and 5(c). Their frequencies then correspond to half of the frequencies of the first spots. In most cases, however, they

are inside or in the vicinity of the bands, as the several spots in figure 7(c) for instance. Therefore, downstream of the

shear-layer rolling-up, high-energy components of two kinds can exist. The first ones consist of velocity fluctuations

at the first subharmonic frequencies of the initially dominant, primary instability waves. The second ones result from

secondary instability waves excited by free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves as the primary ones, but

growing at weaker rates and thus emerging farther downstream. Thus, the frequencies and the azimuthal structures of

the flow disturbances during the laminar-turbulent flow transition of the present jets are dictated by the properties of

the guided jet waves.

The spectra of radial velocity fluctuations obtained at r = r0 for the axial positions z = zpeak and z = zpeak + 0.8r0

for the jet with δBL = 0.1r0 for the azimuthal modes nθ = 0, 1 and 2 are plotted in figures 8(a-c), as a function of

StD . The first positions are those of the peak values in the spectrograms of figures 6(a-c), giving zpeak = 1.6r0 for

nθ = 0 and 2 and zpeak = 1.7r0 for nθ = 1. They are slightly downstream of z = 100δθ (0) = 1.23r0 and roughly

correspond, according to the vorticity field in figure 1(b), to the locations where the vortices first formed in the mixing

layers start to interact with one another at the beginning of the vortex-pairing process. The frequency ranges of the

free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves and half the values of the peak frequencies in the spectrograms are

also depicted.

At z = zpeak , the spectra for nθ = 0 and for nθ = 1,2 are dominated by peaks inside or near the bands associated

with the fourth and third radial modes of the guided jet waves, respectively. The peak components are those contained

in the first high-energy spots in figures 6(a-c), attributed to the instability waves dominating early on in the jet shear

layer [1]. The spectra contain also weaker peaks in the bands for other radial guided jet modes, see the significant

levels near the first and second bands in figure 6(c) for nθ = 2, for instance. These peaks can be related to secondary

instability waves excited by the guided jet waves, growing at a lower rate.

Farther downstream, at z = zpeak + 0.8r0, the levels in the primary peaks decrease, whereas those in the secondary

peaks at lower frequencies do not change much or increase compared with the levels at z = zpeak , due to the growth,

saturation and decay of the instability waves in the axial direction. Significant levels are also visible around half of

the peak frequencies, particularly in figures 6(a,b) for nθ = 0 and 1. They are most likely associated with components

generated by nonlinear mechanisms from the primary instability waves as the vortex-pairing process occurs. These

results further support the coexistence of velocity disturbances of different nature during the mixing-layer laminar-

turbulent transition.
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Fig. 8 Power spectral densities of radial velocity fluctuations at r = r0 for the jet with untripped boundary

layers with δBL = 0.1r0 for (a) nθ = 0, (b) nθ = 1 and (c) nθ = 2 as a function of StD: at peak

location zpeak and at zpeak + 0.8r0; half of the peak frequencies; (green hatched areas)

frequency ranges of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves; (arrows) frequencies considered

in figures 9-11. The levels are normalized as in figure 6(b).

To look for evidence of interactions between upstream-propagating and downstream-propagating waves in the

present free jets, as in screeching [26] and impinging [9, 10] resonant jets for instance, the r.m.s. fields of radial

velocity fluctuations obtained for the jet with δBL = 0.1r0 at the peak frequencies indicated by arrows in figures 8(a-c),

namely StD = 1.0490, 1.596 and 2.3397 for nθ = 0, StD = 1.0569, 1.3007 and 2.0080 for nθ = 1 and StD = 0.9790,

1.6524 and 2.1459 for nθ = 2, are represented up to z = 3r0 in figures 9(a-c), 10(a-c) and 11(a-c).
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In all cases, very high levels associated with Kelvin-Helmholtz instability waves and turbulent fluctuations are found

inside the jet shear layers, as expected. Outside, the results depend on the position of the frequencies considered with

respect to the allowable bands of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves in figures 6(a-c). In all figures

except for figure 10(a), for frequencies in or close to the bands, significant levels can be seen in the jet potential core,

organized into stripes elongated in the axial direction. The number of stripes varies and increases with the frequency.

Standing-wave patterns are also observed on both sides of the shear layer, with wavelength decreasing with the

frequency. As explained recently [1], the levels in the potential core and the standing-wave patterns can be attributed to

the existence of free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves and to their interactions with the Kelvin-Helmholtz

instability waves. In this work, these interactions are shown to happen at several frequencies emerging in the velocity

spectra on the nozzle lip line, not only at the initially dominant one, and to persist far downstream from the shear-layer

rolling-up. Finally, in figure 10(a), for mode nθ = 1 at a Strouhal number StD = 1.0569 clearly outside the bands of

the guided jet waves in figure 6(b), the levels are negligible in the potential core and no standing-wave patterns are

detected in the r.m.s. field. This confirms that the velocity components appearing at that frequency, equal to half of

the peak frequency, are not related to the guided jet waves, but are a by-product of the initial instability waves.

2. Jet with tripped boundary layers

Footprints of the guided jet waves are now sought in the mixing layer of the jet with tripped boundary layers. For this

jet, due to the high levels of disturbances near the nozzle exit, the r.m.s. values of velocity fluctuations at r = r0 increase

monotonically with the axial distance [48, 51] and, near the nozzle exit, the contributions of the first azimuthal modes

are not dominant and the spectra are mostly broadband, refer to the results provided in previous papers [20, 33, 34].

As mentioned at the beginning of section III.B, small peaks are, however, found at Strouhal numbers StD = 0.416 and

StD = 0.671 in the radial velocity spectrum calculated at z = 0.4r0 for the axisymmetric mode [20, 33].

The spectra of the radial velocity fluctuations obtained at r = r0 from the full signals and for the modes nθ = 0

and 1 between z = 0 and z = 14r0, that is from the nozzle-exit section nearly down to the end of the potential core at

z = 14.8r0, are presented in figures 12(a-c) as a function of z/r0 and StD . The most unstable frequencies predicted

using linear stability theory and the frequencies of the acoustic tones in the pressure spectra at z = 0 and r = 1.5r0 for

nθ = 0 and 1, characteristic of those of the strongest free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves [6, 19, 20],

are also shown. Unsurprisingly, the spectra are dominated by broadband components with frequencies decreasing in

the axial direction. Peaks are very difficult to distinguish in the full spectra, but may exist in the spectra for nθ = 0

and 1 for z ≥ 4r0. In figure 12(b) for nθ = 0, in particular, peak components seem to appear around the two Strouhal

numbers StD = 0.41 and 0.67 also emerging at z = 0.4r0 close to the nozzle exit. The first one agrees very well with

the Strouhal number StD = 0.4182 of the first near-nozzle acoustic tone for nθ = 0, which suggests a link between

the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves and the large-scale turbulent structures of the mixing layers far

from the nozzle exit.

To further examine the possible presence of peaks in the shear-layer spectra, the spectra of radial velocity fluctuations

obtained at r = r0 between z = 2r0 and z = 10r0 every 2r0 for modes nθ = 0 and 1 are plotted in figures 13(a,b) as a

function of StD . They are broadband in all cases and no peaks clearly appear in figure 13(b) for nθ = 1, indicating that

the guided jet waves have a weak influence on the mixing-layer development for the tripped jet, especially compared

with the untripped jets. In figure 13(a) for nθ = 0, however, small peaks are visible at StD ≃ 0.41 between z = 4r0 and

z = 10r0 and at StD ≃ 0.67 for z = 4r0 and z = 6r0, supporting the comments made above on figure 12(b).

To explore the nature of the two peaks in the spectra for the axisymmetric mode, the r.m.s. fields of radial velocity

fluctuations obtained at StD = 0.4182 and StD = 0.6543 for nθ = 0 are represented in figures 14(a,b) for 0 ≤ z ≤ 12r0

and 0 ≤ r ≤ 6r0. The first Strouhal number corresponds to the frequency of the dominant acoustic tone in the acoustic

spectra at z = 0 and r = 1.5r0 for nθ = 0, and the second one is the frequency of the local peak at StD ≃ 0.67 in the

spectrum at z = 6r0 in figure 13(a). For StD = 0.4182, in figure 14(a), strong levels are found in the potential core with

no local minimum between r = 0 and r = r0. Oscillations resembling standing-wave patterns, highlighted by contour

lines, can also be observed at the outer edge of the mixing layer from z = 0 down to z = 12r0, with a wavelength

λsw ≃ 2r0. Therefore, the free-stream upstream-propagating waves belonging to the first radial guide jet mode existing

at the frequency considered interact with the instability waves not only close to the nozzle [1] but also all along the

shear layer. These interactions can be expected to affect the turbulent development of the mixing layers of the tripped

jet by promoting the formation of coherent large-scale structures. Finally, for StD = 0.6543, in figure 14(b), the levels

are very weak in the potential core. Consequently, guided jet waves cannot be involved in the emergence of components

at that frequency in the shear-layer velocity spectra. The origin of these components is currently unexplained.
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Fig. 9 Power spectral densities of the radial velocity fluctuations for the untripped jet with δBL = 0.1r0 for

nθ = 0 at (a) StD = 1.0490, (b) StD = 1.5964 and (c) StD = 2.3397, normalized by their peak values. The colour

scale ranges logarithmically from 10−7 to 2, from blue to red. The three Strouhal numbers are indicated by

arrows in figure 8(a).

Fig. 10 Power spectral densities of the radial velocity fluctuations for the untripped jet with δBL = 0.1r0 for

nθ = 1 at (a) StD = 1.0569, (b) StD = 1.3007 and (c) StD = 2.0080, normalized by their peak values. The colour

scale ranges logarithmically from 10−7 to 2, from blue to red. The three Strouhal numbers are indicated by

arrows in figure 8(b).

Fig. 11 Power spectral densities of the radial velocity fluctuations for the untripped jet with δBL = 0.1r0 for

nθ = 2 at (a) StD = 0.9790, (b) StD = 1.6524 and (c) StD = 2.1459, normalized by their peak values. The colour

scale ranges logarithmically from 10−7 to 2, from blue to red. The three Strouhal numbers are indicated by

arrows in figure 8(c).
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Fig. 12 Power spectral densities of radial velocity fluctuations at r = r0 for the jet with tripped boundary layers

as a function of z/r0 and StD: (a) full signals, (b) nθ = 0 and (c) nθ = 1; most unstable frequencies

obtained using linear stability analysis; peak frequencies in the pressure spectra at z = 0 and r = 1.5r0.

The levels are normalized by the peak value in the full spectrum and the grey scales range logarithmically

(a) from 0.05 to 2, (b) from 0.01 to 0.1 and (c) from 0.02 to 0.2.
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Fig. 13 Power spectral densities of radial velocity fluctuations at r = r0 for the jet with tripped boundary layers

for (a) nθ = 0 and (b) nθ = 1 as a function of StD: at z = 2r0, z = 4r0, z = 6r0

z = 8r0 and z = 10r0; frequencies of the first three peaks in the pressure spectra at

z = 0 and r = 1.5r0.

Fig. 14 Power spectral densities of radial velocity fluctuations for the jet with tripped boundary layers for

nθ = 0 at (a) StD = 0.4182 and (b) StD = 0.6543, normalized by their peak values. The colour scale ranges

logarithmically from 10−5 to 10, from blue to red; the contour levels are equal to 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2 and 10−1.
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IV. Conclusion
In the present paper, the effects of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves on the mixing layers of

isothermal free round jets at a Mach number of 0.9 are investigated for three initially fully laminar jets with boundary

layers of varying thicknesses and for one initially highly disturbed jet using large-eddy simulations. Different results

are found for the two jet initial conditions.

For the initially fully laminar jets, the effects are shown to be very significant and persist all over the laminar-

turbulent flow transition region, which can be explained by the high sensitivity of the nozzle-exit velocity profile to

the disturbances of small amplitude in this case. They lead to the generation of several strong peak components in

the velocity spectra downstream of the nozzle lip and of standing-wave patterns in the r.m.s. velocity fields at both

sides of the jet shear layers at the specific frequencies of the free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves, as

in screeching and impinging resonant jets. These components emerge more or less rapidly depending on the growth

rates of the instability waves at these frequencies and can coexist with the subharmonic components of the initially

dominating instability waves produced during the first stage of vortex pairings in the shear layers.

For the initially highly disturbed jet, the effects of the guided jet waves on the mixing-layer development are much

weaker than for the initially laminar jets, as expected given the nearly turbulent state of the boundary layer at the nozzle

exit. For the axisymmetric mode, however, a peak is observed in the velocity spectra along the nozzle lip line several

diameters from the nozzle exit and standing-wave patterns can be seen in the r.m.s. velocity field at the outer edge

of the jet mixing layer at a Strouhal number StD = 0.41, corresponding to that of the dominant acoustic tone in the

pressure spectra calculated near the jet nozzle and of the strongest free-stream upstream-propagating guided jet waves.

Thus, these waves appear to interact with the shear-layer instability waves and may play a role in the formation of

coherent large-scale structures in high-subsonic turbulent free jets. This issue will be investigated in future studies.
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